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Abstract: Described are proposed beam loss monirors 
for the HERA Proton Ring. They are designed to measure 
beam losses in t.he presence of strong synchrotron radia- 
tion barkground from the HER.4 Electron Ring. These 
monii.ors warn of beam losses in the superconduction mag- 
nets. They can also be used as a dia.gnostic tool to det.er- 
nnue the distribution of losses around the ring. 
The detector consists of two PIN _ photodiodes operat- 
ing as a semiconductor detector in a coincidence mode. 
Therefore the synchrotron radiat.ion coming from the HE- 
RA Electron Ring will be suppressed. In the case of 
a beam loss in a superconducting magnet. the det.ector 
counts charged showerparticles rrhich leave the magnet 
and cross the t.wo diodes. The rate of these particles is 
proportional to the rate of the beam loss. The efficiency 
of the detector in measuring beam losses is calculat.ed by 
Monte-Carlo calculations and additional measurements. 

The HERA Proton Ring is mainly equipped with su 
perconducting magnets. If beam losses occur in a super- 
conducting magnet., the deposited energy of the shou;er 
particles will heat up the superconducting coil. The coil 
can tolerate only a certain amount of heat before a quench. 
jl, gives Rque,,ch 7~ 2 x 10’ prot.ons as a critical number 
for losses inside a magnet at 820 Ge\‘/c. The tempera- 
ture time const.ant of a superconducting magnet is about 
16 nx [3;% so t.hat the losses can be distributed over t,his 
t.ime intervall. To shield t.he magnets against beam loss 
induced quenches, it is forseen to have a beam loss man 
itor system which is able to warn in case of an excessive 
locallized loss rat.e. Because of the strong sgnchrotrou 
radiat,ion background coming from the HERA Elect,ron 
Ring, typical loss monitors like ionisation-chambers are 
unserviceable in the face of a massive lead-shield 131. Two 
fast PIN - photodiodes working as semiconductor detec- 
tors in a coincidence mode will effectively suppress the 
background. In this paper the principle work of such a 
new beam loss monitor is discussed. 

&am Loss Detecti 

In t.he superconducting part.s of an accelerator like 
HERA, positions with a large fl-function are mainly af- 
fected by beam losses. This is the case inside the SU- 

perconducting quadrupoles. The Monte-Carlo program 
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Gheisha 8 [4j is used to calculate the particle shower af- 
ter a loss of a proton in the longitudinal middle of a 
quadrupole. The calculation shows that the shower is 
widely spread over the second half of the quadrupole and 
the adjacent superconducting correction coil. The shower 
particles are leave the vacuum tank of the magnet.s wit.hin 
a fe\\- meters. So the loss monitors need to be located near 
the downstream end of each quadrupole. They detect. a 
fract.ion of the charged shower particles leaving the mag- 
net. The particles that cross both diodes give a coincident 
signal and will be counted. The expected rate of minimum 
ionizing particles (niips) crossing an area of 1 cm2 at such 
a position is calculated by the Monte-Carlo program. The 
rc~sult is shown in Fig. 1. Because of the wide spread of 
the shower in all directions the result is independent of 
the exact location of the heanr loss. 
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Figure I: Rate of minimum iornzing shower particles 
crossing an aera of 1 cm2 at t.he downst.ream end of 
the ynadrupole. 0 is the angle of the incident proton. 

A beam loss monitor is naturally residing in a strong 
field of radiation which results in radiation damage of 
the monitor components. The influence of this damage 
is measured by [5] and 161. A small reduction in the gain 
of the amplifier with increasing integrated dose was es- 
t.ablished. This gain reduction ran he comuensat,ed br 
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readjusting the threshold of thr croincidence. III all prob- 
ability such a defector should be usable for several years 
at positiom without stroug beam losses. To shield the de- 
fector against the synchroton radiation, it is covered with 
a 3 cm lend &irld e~ccpt for the side faring the magnet. 

Tl!e Dficct or 

The drtt~ctor consists of two PIIX photodiodes BP\{’ 
34, OIIP on top of the other. Thr effective area of each 
c&ode :s F 0.075 cm’. They are uormall~- biased with 
15 1’. so that the thickness of the depletion zone is about 
1OOprr1. The signd produced by a diode from the cross- 
ing of a minimum ionizing particle is about 10’ electrons. 
Thr acc~nnpanying amp!ifirr processes the signal ix a time 
intend less thall 100 US. This illtrlral rorresprmds to the 
bu1x11 sl~acing in HERA’. The tw> amplifiers are con- 
ncctrd to a roir~cidrncc unit. The electrorlics is housed 
7vith thv &orlPs in the same sniall box (5 x 5 x km3). In 
CRW of coincident events: a couutrr located ill the HERA 
turmrhl. is incremented. If a preset rate is rea.ched, the 
c$,rmtpt wl~ds a signal to ihe alarm loop of HERA. First 
~m-a~~~rcnlri~t~ with a prototype of such clat.eclor gave an 
&icienc~- of about F = 4%. Increasing the bias up to 90 
\- gavr an rfficiencr of E 7 45%. This characteristic gives 
a ~urthod to set the cfficienq lo acronullodate various 
positiow of the detect.ors in the accelerator. 

Signals 

[I] gives thr expected critical loss rate RrUe,:Ch CLS fol- 
IOWS: 

R ,,u.,,,.,,(SZO Grl-ic) = 2 Y lo8 Protons;16r7l.s; 

R yu.,,c~ 140 Gtl’,c) z-z 10” Profm~ 116m E -i - 

The resulting signal rate S from the detect.or is 

S = F )i R,+,n,j, r: R,,,, Y E 

This gives 

St820 Gcl’/‘c) = 5 x lo4 coun~sjl6ms; 

SC40 Gt-l-,/c) .: 7.1 x lo4 rounts,‘16ms 

Because of the couuting technique, the ma-Gmm dct.ect- 
able rate is 1 counf!burrch = 1.7 x 10” co~1~ts/l6ms. The 
minimum rate is limited by the l~ackgronnd. Due 1.0 the 
coincidence readout. the background is expected to be 
wlaller than 10’ counfs/l6rns. Therefore three orders of 
iiiagnitudr are available fnr thr diagnosis of beam losses. 

‘Thercfcm it is possihlr to mmsur~ the losses oi an individual 
bunch 

Corlrlusions 

The described beam loss monitors are based on a co- 
incident readout of two PIN - photodiodes. They are well 
suited for the nleasurement of beam losses in the presence 
of synthrotron radiat,ion. To pmt,ect the superconducting 
nlagnrts against beam loss induced q~w~~chrs. me nlonitor 
for each quadrupole is forsem. In addition. monitors will 
be placed at those positions which are often affecicd ba 
losses. This could also be in the warm parts of the ring. 
This syst.em will provide an exellrnt prot.ection against 
beam induced quenchs and will be a good tool for beam 
loss diagnostccs around the ring. The monit,ors cau be 
used in every kind of high energy accelerator. especially 
where st.rong synchmtron radiation affects rile brawn loss 
n,ensureme&. Tl Iq arc relatively radiation resist ant. 
easp to handle, cheap. and therefore siulple to install or 
replace at. any desired position. 

.-lcktlc~nlrctgPIllCIlt b -- 
The use of PIN photodiodes as beam loss detectors 

is based ou ~11 idea of K.H. Me0 (DESY) and J. Bailey 
(G~nnble)~ I thank them. rspecialy K.H. Meal for umn> 
fruitful discussions. 
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